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We offer the hypothesis that atomic nuclei, nucleons, and atoms possess a new type of electromag-
netic moment, that we call a “cyclo-toroid moment”. In nuclei, this moment arises when the toroid
dipole (anapole) moments are arrayed in the form of a ring, or, equivalently, when the magnetic
moments of the nucleons are arranged in the form of rings which, in turn, constitute the surface
of a torus. We establish theoretically that the cyclo-toroid moment plays a role in the processes of
the atomic shell–nucleus interaction. The existence of this moment would explain known anomalies
in the internal conversion coefficients for M1 transitions in nuclei. We show also that the static
cyclo-toroid nuclear moment interacts locally inside the nucleus with the vortex part of the atomic
electron currents and this leads to an energy shift in atomic s1/2 states. For the hydrogen atom the
value of this shift may be comparable in order of magnitude to the present accuracy of measurements
of the Lamb shift for the 1s1/2 level.
PACS numbers: 21.10.Ky,23.20.Nx,31.30.-i
1. INTRODUCTION
The existence of anapole moment was theoretically predicted by Zel’dovich fifty years ago [1]. The anapole moment
arises in the system where currents or magnetic moments of particles create a ring-like closed distribution of magnetic
field lines. A classic example of such distribution can be a magnetic field inside the toroidal solenoid over the surface
of which poloidal currents flow. A less trivial example is an atomic nucleus in which spins of nucleons compose a ring
with forming the corresponding configuration of the magnetic field. The great interest to the anapole is related to
fundamental investigations on the parity nonconservation in atomic-nuclear interactions [2, 3]. In 1997 the anapole
moment of the nucleus 133Cs was discovered just in the experiment on parity nonconservation in the atomic transition
6s→ 7s of Cs [4].
Now the anapole is regarded as a dipole moment of the fundamental family of toroid moments [5, 6] which naturally
arise when currents on a torus surface are described. Toroid moments are now used in problems of current parametriza-
tion and of radiation theory [5], in investigations of topological effects in quantum mechanics (the Aharonov-Bohm
effect [7]), in elementary particle physics (toroid dipole momentum of neutrino [8] and NN -scattering [9] for example),
in the theory of anomalous internal conversion [10], in atomic physics (anapole moments of atoms [11], atomic emission
in a condensed medium [12]), in the physics of nanostructures (carbon toroids [13]), in the physics of spin-ordered
crystals [14] etc. Thus the physics of toroid moments is a wide area of scientific activity ranging from elementary
particles to condensed matter. At the same time, the nucleus together with the atomic shell remain one of the most
suitable quantum object for probing the toroid moments. The reason is as follows. The electronic wave functions
for s1/2 and p1/2 states have large amplitudes at the origin. As a consequence, the electronic current at such states
effectively penetrates the nucleus and interacts with the toroid moment, whose magnetic field does not exceed the
boundary of the nucleus. (This interaction mechanism is a direct analogy of a thought experiment offered in Ref. [1]
for a toroidal solenoid immersed into the electrolyte.) Today the situation is. The static toroid dipole moment has
discovered [4]. As regards the toroid dipole moment of transition, there are evidences [10] that this moment results in
known anomalies in the internal conversion coefficients for E1 transitions in nuclei [15, 16, 17, 18] and in the process
of nuclear excitation by electron transition in the atomic shell [19]. Thus, more detailed and precise “conversion”
experiments are needed to detect the toroid dipole moment of transition.
In the present work we consider, on the example of the nucleus–atomic shell system, two new effects dealt with
the toroid moments. First of all, we prove that the anomalies mentioned above for M1 transitions result from a
“cyclo-toroid moment”. This moment arises when the toroid dipole moments are arranged in a ring. Secondary, we
demonstrate a possibility of experimental investigation of the existence of the cyclo-toroid moment by measuring of
the energy shift in atomic s1/2 levels. The results obtained here would be useful for more fundamental understanding
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2of the nontrivial distribution of the currents inside nucleus and nucleons, and for the processes of the interaction
between nucleus and atomic shell.
2. CYCLO-TOROID NUCLEAR MOMENT OF TRANSITION
Anomalous internal conversion of γ-rays in deformed nuclei arises because of the penetration of the electron current
je(re) into the nucleus “beneath” the nuclear current jN (rN ), i.e. when the current coordinates satisfy the condition
re < rN . The reason which changes the probability of the mentioned atomic-nuclear processes originates from to the
additional selection rules [17, 18]. Nuclear and atomic matrix elements which determine the process of de-excitation
(excitation) of deformed nuclei through the atomic shell for re < rN are different from those for re > rN . In some
cases the additional selection rules allow the nuclear transition for re < rN and forbid a γ-radiative transition [18]
with nuclear matrix element 〈Mˆe/mLM 〉 =
∫
d3rN jN ·Ae/m
∗
LM entering the probability formula for re > rN . (Here and
further A
e/m
LM are the standard electric/magnetic multipoles according to the gauge of divA
e/m
LM = 0 (see in Ref. [20]),
and je,N are current densities. We call je,N “currents” for short.)
At the beginning of 80s it was found out that the real cause of the mentioned anomaly in the processes of an
electric-dipole (E1) interaction of the nucleus with the atomic shell results from the dipole toroid moment of the
transition [10]. Toroid moments are the components of electric moments [5, 6]. Moreover, the anomaly also exists in
conversion magnetic-dipole (M1) transitions [15, 17]. Let us consider the nature of such M1 anomaly.
The nucleus matrix element corresponding to the anomalous part of the magnetic-dipole process of the nuclear
interaction with the atomic shell is as follows [15, 18, 19]
〈Mˆman1M 〉 =
∫
d3r
(
r
r0
)2
jN (r) ·Am
∗
1M (ω, r), (1)
where AmLM (ω, r) = jL(ωr)Y
L
LM (n) [20], ω is the energy of a nuclear transition, n = r/r, jL(ωr) are the spherical
Bessel functions, YLJM (n) are the vector spherical harmonics from Ref. [21], r0 is the nucleus radius. We use in this
paper the system of units h¯ = c = 1.
The operator structure of 〈Mˆman1M 〉 is well known. If the nuclear transition current in Eq (1) is the sum of convection
and spin terms jN = j
c
N + j
s
N , where j
c
N = −ieN/2mN(ϕ∗f∇ϕi − (∇ϕ∗f )ϕi) and jsN = curl(ϕ∗f µˆϕi) (we consider one-
nucleon current for simplicity) then it is easy to get the following expression for the anomalous nuclear matrix element
[15, 17, 18]
〈Mˆman1M 〉 =
i
√
2
r20
∫
d3r
(
∇j1(ωr)Y
∗
1M (n)
)
·ϕ∗f (r)
(
eN
2mN
r2Lˆ− [r(µˆ · r)− 2µˆr2])ϕi(r). (2)
In formula (2) and in the expression for the transition current the following standard symbols were used: Lˆ = −i[r×∇]
is the operator of the angular momentum, YLM (n) are the spherical functions [21], eN , mN and ϕ(r) are the charge,
the mass, and the wave functions of the nucleon, accordingly, µˆ is the operator of the magnetic moment of the nucleon:
µˆ = gµN σˆ, where σˆ are the Pauli spin matrices, µN is the nuclear magneton, g is the empirical magnetic moment of
the nucleon — g = 2.79 for the proton and -1.91 for the neutron.
The spin term of the current jsN in the matrix element 〈Mˆm
an
1M 〉 in Eq (1) corresponds to the operator in Eq (2) in
square brackets under the integral —
[
r(µ · r)− 2µr2] (here µ is the density of the magnetic moment ϕ∗f µˆϕi). Let
us compare this operator with a known density operator of the dipole toroid moment t =
[
r(j · r)− 2jr2] /10 [6], that
is created by the convection current j. Operators in square brackets have different parity and are transformed into
each other by exchanging j and µ. Taking into account this fact let us introduce the new operator
ct =
1
10
[
r(µ · r)− 2µr2] (3)
and find out what geometrical pattern corresponds to ct. Using the spherical functions it is easy to rewrite Eq (3) in
the form:
〈ctM 〉 = −
√
pi
3
∫
d3rr2
(
Y01M (n) +
√
2
5
Y21M (n)
)
· µ. (4)
3Then let us remember that the following objects possess the toroid moment: (a) a toroidal solenoid with a current j;
(b) a ring formed by magnetic moments µ [6]. For case (b) the following relationship is true: curlt = µ, besides that
divt = 0 due to Helmholtz theorem [22]. Substituting curlt into Eq (4) instead of µ, we get the following relation
〈ctM 〉 = −i
√
2pi/3
∫
d3rrY11M (n)·t. A sub-integral expression can be easily transformed to the vector production (see
for example, in Ref. [6]). As a result, the operator ct can be written in as follows: ct = 1/2[r× t], in full accordance
with similar expressions for the density of a current magnetic moment µj = 1/2[r × j] and for the toroid moment
formed by the ring-like composed magnetic dipoles t = 1/2[r× µ] [6].
Expression ct = 1/2[r × t] results in curlct = t. The geometrical image corresponding to the operator ct, is the
ring-like composed dipole toroid moments t. Therefore ct can be called the density of cyclo-toroid moment, and 〈ct〉
— the cyclo-toroid moment. The properties of a cyclo-toroid are shown by the torus whose surface is formed by
either ring-like composed magnetic moments µ, or by poloidal lines of the magnetic field (Fig. 1a). It is also possible
to consider the cyclo-toroid as a sequence of toroidal solenoids all together forming again a toroidal solenoid (such
objects were considered for the first time in Ref. [7]). In this case the equal currents flow in opposite directions on
the surface of two toruses (one of them is embedded into another) as it is shown in Fig. 1b.
Figure 1: Cyclo-toroid.
Zel’dovich’s anapole [1] in the static case interacts with the external current jext only. The energy of this interaction
is −4pi ∫ d3r t · jext. Taking also into account the equality t = curlct, we arrive straightforwardly to the Hamiltonian
of the interaction of the cyclo-toroid with the external current:
Hint = 4pi
∫
d3r ct · curljext. (5)
That is, the cyclo-toroid interacts locally (only inside the nucleus) with the vortex part of penetrating external current.
Let us determine now the role of a cyclo-toroid in the anomalous conversion. Consider the internal electron
conversion from one of the s1/2 states of an atom and show first of all that curlj 6= 0 during the M1 transition of an
electron to the S1/2 state of the continuous spectrum.
We write the electron current in a common way jfi = −eψ¯fγψi = −eψ∗fαψi, where α = γ0γ, γ0 and γ are the
Dirac matrixes [23], e is the proton charge, ψ are the electron wave functions. Let us write these wave functions in
the form of ψ(r) =
(
g(r)Ωjlm(n)
if(r)Ωjl′m(n)
)
, where g(r) and f(r) are correspondingly the large and the small components
of radial wave functions, Ωjlm(n) are the spinor spherical harmonics [23]. For the bound states in the atom the
normalization condition is as follow:
∫∞
0 drr
2(g2i (r) + f
2
i (r)) = 1. The wave function of the final state is considered
as a superposition of the plane wave and the converging spherical wave.
For the states with j = 1/2, l = 0 and l′ = 1 the angular part ψm=±1/2(r) is very simple, and the components
of the bispinor can be written in the following way: g(r)/
√
4pi
(
δm1/2
δm−1/2
)
, if(r)/
√
4pi
( − cos θ
− sin θ exp (iϕ)
)
δm1/2 and
4if(r)/
√
4pi
( − sin θ exp (−iϕ)
cos θ
)
δm−1/2. Within the spherical coordinate system the current is as follows
jr = i
−e
4pi
(giff − gffi)δmimf ,
jθ = ∓i−e
4pi
e±iϕ(giff + gffi)δmi−mf , (6)
jϕ =
−e
4pi
(giff + gffi)×
{ ∓ sin θδmimf
cosϑe±iϕδmi−mf
for mi = ±1/2 correspondingly. We can see that the existence of the s1/2 → S1/2 transition electron current itself is
a totally relativistic effect. The current disappears (as it should be) when the small parts of the Dirac wave functions
f(r) tend to zero.
The interaction of the current with the cyclo-toroid does not occur beyond the nucleus range. Therefore, for the
radial components of the s1/2, S1/2 states one can use the expressions which are true for small values of arguments:
gi(r) = ci/a
3/2
B , fi(r) = (ci/a
3/2
B )(f
(0)
i /aB)r, and gf(r) = cf/aB, ff (r) = (cf/aB)(f
(0)
f /aB)r, where aB is the Bohr
radius, ci,f and f
(0)
i,f are the coefficients of decomposition. (Here the potential inside the nucleus corresponds to the
nuclear charge uniformly distributed over the spherical volume of radius r0 [19].) Using the expansion, we can get
from Eq (6) for curlj the following
curlj = ±2−e
4pi
ci
a
3/2
B
cf
aB
f
(0)
i + f
(0)
f
aB
×
{ √
2e±1
−e0 , (7)
where the curlj vector components are given in the polar system [21] and correspond to transitions mi = ±1/2,mf =
∓1/2 and mi = mf = ±1/2 accordingly. Since g(0) 6= 0 and df(r)/dr|r→0 6= 0 for s1/2, S1/2 states, then curlj 6= 0.
As an example we consider the known anomaly in the conversion M1 transition with the energy of ωN = 482 keV
in 181Ta nucleus. The experimental magnitude of the K shell conversion coefficient is 3 times as great as the so-called
normal theoretical magnitude [24]. The magnitude of the penetration parameter λ(0) = 〈Mˆman1M 〉/〈Mˆm1M 〉 equals to
150 [24]. The transition occurs between the states with quantum numbers in the Nilsson model being as follows:
JpiK[NnzΛ]Σ = 5/2
+5/2[402] ↑ and 7/2+7/2[404] ↓ [17]. The radiation nuclear matrix element of this transition is
forbidden by asymptotic quantum numbers, while the anomalous one is allowed [17]. However, the selection rules
for the operator r2Lˆ in Eq (2) forbid the anomaly nuclear transition in 181Ta [17]. Therefore we can infer that the
anomaly results just from the interaction of the transition cyclo-toroid moment with the vortex part of the penetrating
electron current.
In order to determine 〈ct〉 let us use the standard view for the radiation nuclear matrix element [20]: 〈MˆmLM 〉 =
iωL/(2L + 1)!!
√
(L+ 1)/LC
JfMf
JiMiLM
〈Jf‖MˆmL ‖Ji〉/
√
2Jf + 1, where C
JfMf
JiMiLM
are the Klebsch-Gordan coefficients.
The reduced matrix element 〈Jf‖Mˆe/mL ‖Ji〉 in the nuclear spectroscopy is usually related to the experimentally
measured reduced probability of the nuclear transition B(E/ML; Ji → JF ) = |〈Jf‖Mˆe/mL ‖Ji〉|2/(2Ji + 1). The
reduced probability of the M1 transition in the single-particle Weisskopf model is B(M1;W ) = 45µ2N/8pi [20]. As a
rule, the value of the experimental probability is given in Weisskopf units BW.u. = B(E/ML; Ji → JF )/B(E/ML;W ).
For the considered transition in 181Ta it is BW.u. = 6.21× 10−7 [24].
Let us substitute operator in square brackets in Eq (2) to operator 10ct and then, using the definitions for λ
(0) and
〈MˆmLM 〉, derive the expression for the reduced matrix element of the cyclo-toroid moment of the transition through
the parameters measured in the experiment:
〈‖ct‖〉 = c(0)t λ(0)
√
6
5
(2Ji + 1)BW.u.. (8)
We introduced here c
(0)
t = µNr
2
0/4 as the “unit” for measurement of the cyclo-toroid moment. For
181Ta nucleus the
following is true: c
(0)
t = 0.52 fm
2/GeV if the radius of a nucleus with atomic number A is r0 = 1.2A
1/3 fm. Using
Eq (8) one can estimate the value 〈‖ct‖〉 for the anomalous conversion M1(482 keV) transition: 〈‖ct‖〉 ≃ 0.3 c(0)t .
3. STATIC NUCLEAR CYCLO-TOROID MOMENT
The cyclo-toroid moment is a pseudovector. Atomic nuclei, like some other objects, for example, nucleons, can
have a static cyclo-toroid moment in the ground state. The value of a ct for nucleus should not depend on the Fermi
5coupling constant GF of the weak interaction, unlike the static toroid moment (the latter as a rule arises due to
the parity violation for the nuclear forces and contains GF [1, 3]). Another positive aspect is the geometric factor
similar to the one considered for toroid moments in Ref. [3]. The cyclo-toroid moment 〈ct〉 is proportional to the
nucleus volume, that is, to the atomic number A. As for the interaction of the cyclo-toroid moment with an atom
electron, this interaction is of the electromagnetic nature and, therefore, is proportional to the fine structure constant
e2. Besides, the additional smallness of ∼ e2 is produced by the small component of the Dirac wave function f(r).
The interaction of the atomic s-electron with the cyclo-toroid moment of a nucleus results in the contribution to
the atomic level energy already in the first order of the perturbation theory. To demonstrate this, let us estimate the
shift of the 6s level in 133Cs. The dependence of the energy on the electron spin projection ±1/2 and on the value of
the cyclo-toroid moment ct (here and further ct is measured in c
(0)
t units) can be found from the following formula:
∆Ens = ±ctmee6 me
2mN
(
r0
aB
)2
c2nsf
(0)
ns , (9)
that can be obtained from Eqs (5) and (7), if one uses the ns1/2 wave function for the initial and the final state
simultaneously, and takes into account the relation aB = (mee
2)−1, where me is the electron mass. We have |∆E6s| =
0.7× 10−7ct eV when c6s = 8.7, f (0)6s = −1.2× 103.
Hydrogen-like ions in the 1s1/2 state are perspective objects for such investigation. We give here the qualitative
estimations for the H-like ions of two heavy nuclei: |∆E1s(133Cs54+)| ∼ 1 × 10−3ct eV and |∆E1s(233,235U91+) ∼
1× 10−1ct eV.
The proton constituted of quarks can also possess a cyclo-toroid moment. In this case the shift of 1s level of a
hydrogen atom as a function of ct is |∆E1s| ≃ 1× 10−11ct eV (the calculation was performed according to formula (9)
with the following parameters: c1s = 2, f
(0)
1s = −Z/(2mer0) = −223.6 if r0 = 0.862 fm, Z = 1). It should be noted
that the magnitude of ∆E1s for ct ≃ 1 is at present close to the accuracy of the measurement of the Lamb shift for
the 1s level of hydrogen [25].
In conclusion it is important to note the following. The system depicted in Fig. 1 has no charges. Therefore, for all
the charge moments there is QqLM ∼
∫
d3rrLY ∗LM (n)ρ(r) = 0 (where ρ is the charge density). For all the magnetic
moments of the system there is also QmLM ∼
∫
d3rrLY ∗LM (n)divµ = 0, since all the elementary magnetic moments
are ring-like composed and can be written in the following way: µ = curlt, and div curlt = 0. The same is also true
for the toroid moment QtLM ∼
∫
d3rrLY ∗LM (n)divt [6], because for the object in Fig. 1 there is t = curlct. Thus, the
system has no toroid moments. In spite of the fact that the mentioned electromagnetic moments are equal to zero,
the interaction energy of the system with the external current has a nonzero value. So, the cyclo-toroid moment can
be the single non-vanishing moment of the quantum object.
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